Fabrication of 10 nm enclosed nanofluidic channels
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We made uniform arrays of nanometer scale structures using nanoimprint lithography over large areas (100 mm wafers). The nanofluidic channels were further narrowed and sealed by techniques that are based on nonuniform deposition. The resulting sealed channels have a cross section as small as 10 nm by 50 nm, of great importance for confining biological molecules into ultrasmall spaces. These techniques can be valuable fabrication tools for Nanoelectromechanical Systems and Micro/Nano Total Analysis Systems. © 2002 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1489102]

In the newly emerging field of bionanotechnology, extremely small nanofluidic structures need to be fabricated and used as matrices for the manipulation and analysis of biomolecules such as DNA and proteins at single molecule resolution.\textsuperscript{1–4} While nanostructures allow one to observe single molecules, it is also important to construct many millions of these in parallel. Such large arrays of single biopolymers can reveal information about sample heterogeneity that would otherwise be averaged out in traditional population based assays. In this paper we present simple techniques for fabricating high-density small sealed nanofluidic structures over large areas using nanoimprint lithography (NIL) and techniques to further reduce the dimensions of the prefabricated nanofluidic structures. Millions of enclosed nanofluidic channels with dimensions smaller than 10 nm have been fabricated on a 100 mm wafer.

In creating ultrasmall nanofluidic structures for single biomolecule analysis, we face two challenges: reduction of size and creation of sealed fluidic channels. Although the traditional electron beam lithography (EBL) and more recently developed focused ion beam (FIB) milling techniques have high resolution in generating nanoscale structures, both technologies have the disadvantages of low throughput and being expensive. In contrast, NIL is a parallel high-throughput technique that makes it possible to create nanometer-scale features over large substrate surface areas at low cost.\textsuperscript{5,6} Current sealing techniques such as wafer bonding\textsuperscript{7} and soft elastomer sealing\textsuperscript{8} are suitable for relatively large planar surfaces and provide an effective seal. Wafer bonding requires an absolutely defect free and flat surface, and elastomer sealing suffers from clogging due to soft material intrusion into the channels. Within extremely small confining structures, biological samples are also much more sensitive to issues such as hydrophobicity and the homogeneity of the material constructing the fluidic structure. Recently developed techniques using “place-holding” sacrificial materials such as polysilicon,\textsuperscript{5} polynorbornene\textsuperscript{6} have gained popularity to create sealed small hollow fluidic structures. However, steps needed in removing the sacrificial materials such as heating the substrate up to 200–400°C or wet etching might not be compatible with downstream fabrication process or limit use of certain materials.

In our fabrication, high-density arrays of nanofluidic channels were first fabricated using NIL. The NIL mold was generated by interferometric lithography (IL) and has 200 nm period gratings over a 100-mm-diameter wafer. A detailed description of the procedure can be found in the literature.\textsuperscript{5,6} The minimum feature size of the nanoscale channels on the mold generated directly by IL is limited by the wavelength of the light used for exposure to about 100 nm. Recently, Yu \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{11} have reported reducing the trench width to 50 nm over a large area using NIL combined with a simple edge defining technique.

After NIL and etching, we used a nonuniform deposition\textsuperscript{12,13} to, in a single step, both reduce the cross section of the nanochannels made by NIL and reactive ion etching, and if desired, seal the channels. Two approaches for nonuniform deposition have been explored: (1) \textit{e}-beam evaporation with a tilted sample wafer at various angles, and (2) sputter deposition using a large source target.

\textit{E}-beam evaporation creates a point source of material. With the sample far away from the source compared to the size of the sample, the angular distribution is very narrow. To achieve a nonuniform deposition the wafer is tilted at a spe-
specific angle. The sidewalls of any trench will shadow the evaporation and most of the material will be deposited on the sidewalls at the top of the trench. Beyond a critical depth no deposition will occur. Figure 1 shows a nanochannel grating with original trench width of 85 nm narrowed down to 20 nm by this technique, continuing the deposition further results in the complete sealing of the nanochannels (data not shown).

Although the process gives good control over the deposition parameters, it requires multiple depositions with different angles. This method is preferred if a specific geometry of narrowing of the channels is desired.

In sputtering, the second approach, the deposited material impinges onto the wafer at a wide distribution of angles. The surface topology can cause local shadowing effects, leading to non-uniform deposition that can reduce the original size of the channel and seal them off on the top, as shown in Fig. 2. Our sputtering system has a 200-nm-diameter SiO$_2$ target source chosen to achieve high surface covering uniformity across the device wafer. We experimented with 100–340 nm of SiO$_2$ deposited onto nanochannels. Effective sealing was achieved with the various deposition conditions we tested. At gas pressure of 30 mTorr, RF power of $\sim 900$ W, and DC bias of 1400 V, we have a deposition rate of $\sim 9$ nm/min. At lower pressure of 5 mTorr, the sputtered atoms may reach the substrate with less particle collision, the deposition rate increased to an estimated 17 nm/min. All samples shown in this letter were sputtered at 5 mTorr. This method is preferred if a large area needs to be sealed uniformly in a single step.

Figure 3 shows nanochannel structures with different aspect ratios before and after sealing by the sputtering process. Channels with 85 nm trench widths were narrowed down to nearly 55 nm; channels with 65 nm trench widths were narrowed down to less than 17 nm; channels with 55 nm trench widths were narrowed down to less than 10 nm. We were able to seal two-dimensional arrays made using a two-step process with the grating mold rotated 90° between the imprinting steps (Fig. 4). We used the same sputtering process to seal the pillar array structures.

Figures 4(a)–4(d) shows pillar array structures before, during, and after the sealing process. The transparent nature of the SiO$_2$ sealing material allows spectroscopic detection of fluorescently labeled biomolecules. This technique also provides an ultrathin capping layer critical for near-field nanofluidic devices.

To further confirm the exact size of the nanofluidic channels that we fabricated, FIB milling was used to remove parts of the roof to reveal that the arrays of hollow nanochannels...
with width as small as 45 nm are intact underneath the deposited SiO$_2$, noticing that the sidewalls of the channels are smooth (Fig. 5). Fluorescently stained long genomic DNA molecules were effectively stretched in the nanochannels. Figure 6 shows aligned DNA array images acquired by high-definition charge-coupled-device (CCD) videomicroscopy.

In summary, we have demonstrated simple deposition techniques to create roofs over prefabricated structures as well as narrowing of nanofluidic channels with precise control of the location and the thickness of the sealing. Many micro/nanofluidic structures created using currently available fabrication technologies such as nanoimprinting, EBL, FIB milling, or photolithography, could be sealed with this process, and more importantly, this process allows us go beyond what standard patterning technology can do and further minimize existing hollow space in nanostructures making it a valuable processing method in fabrication of future integrated nanoscale devices.
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